Kindermuseum Creaviva
«Dare Colours»
Interactive exhibition accompanying the ZPK exhibition «Lee Krasner. Living Colour»
Opening: 6th of February 2020, 5 pm

«Dare Colours»
07.02. – 10.05.2020

How does red smell?
How does blue sound, how white?
What makes black?
And where does yellow touch us?

In the interactive exhibition «Dare Colours» in the Children’s Museum Creaviva for the ZPK exhibition with works by the American artist Lee Krasner, colours can be experienced in an extraordinary way. In light flooded wooden cubes with an edge length of two meters, there are simply furnished experience rooms that allow the guests to experience red, blue, yellow, black and white in a special way. They are musically furnished by Bernese composer and musician Simon Ho. In addition, each of the five colours can be experienced not only within the five buildings, but also outside the wooden cubes with simple interactive offers.

«Dare Colours» will open on Thursday, 6 February 2020 with a short concert by Simon Ho at 5 pm at the Creaviva.

The exhibition runs from 7 February to 10 May 2020 and is open daily from Tuesday to Sunday from 10 am to 4.30 pm free of charge in the Loft of the Creaviva.

Further information:
Head of Creaviva Urs Rietmann
Urs.rietmann@zpk.org
+41 (0)31 359 01 60 or +41 (0)79 456 58 85
www.creaviva-zpk.org